Perceptions and attitudes toward clinical trials in adolescent and young adults with cancer: a systematic review
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Purpose: Although cancer clinical trials (CT) offer opportunities for novel treatments that may lead to improved outcomes, adolescents and young adults (AYA) are less likely to participate in these trials as compared to younger children and older adults. We aimed to identify the perceptions and attitudes toward CT in AYA that influence trial participation.

Materials and methods: A systematic review of cancer literature was conducted that assessed perceptions and attitudes toward CT enrollment limited to AYA patients (defined as age 15–39). We estimated the frequency of identified themes by pooling identified studies.

Results: In total, six original research articles were identified that specifically addressed perceptions or attitudes that influenced CT participation in AYA patients. Three studies were conducted at pediatric centers – one at an AYA unit, one at an adult cancer hospital, and one was registry based. Major themes identified for CT acceptability included: hope for positive clinical affect, altruism, and having autonomy. Potential deterrents included: prolonged hospitalization, worry of side effects, and discomfort with experimentation.

Conclusion: Limited information is available with regard to the perceptions and attitudes toward CT acceptance among AYA patients, especially those treated at adult cancer centers, which prevents generalization of data and themes. Future research assessing strategies for understanding and supporting CT decision-making processes among AYA represents a key focus for future funding to improve CT enrollment.
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Introduction
Adolescents and young adults (AYA) account for approximately 5% of the adult cancer population, with over 70,000 AYA aged 15–39 years diagnosed annually in the USA,1 with the majority being treated at adult cancer centers. For a variety of reasons, AYA are the least represented age cohort in cancer clinical trials (CT) internationally.2,3 Improving trial accrual is critical because low recruitment impedes the early introduction of effective treatments into the clinical setting.4 The impact of trials on improving outcome is an issue of debate;5–7 however, it does not negate the need to understand systematic recruitment barriers based on age.

Impediments to AYA trial accrual have been well documented and include factors related to health care professionals and institutions as well as individual patients.4 Structural barriers such as place of care,2,8 eligibility criteria,2 lack of age- and stage-specific CT,9–11 and access to medical insurance10,12 are most often cited as impediments to accrual. Although both cancer patients and the general public are generally
supportive, in theory, of acting as research subjects in CT,\textsuperscript{13} fewer people are willing to actually participate in randomized CT themselves.\textsuperscript{14,15} What remains understudied are the perceptions held by AYA patients that may influence CT participation. It is likely that life experiences and developmental stage contribute to the decision-making process for cancer trials as they do in other health care situations. A systematic review of barriers to CT enrollment has been conducted in both elderly\textsuperscript{16} and adults with cancer.\textsuperscript{17} We aimed to conduct a systematic review of studies limited to AYA patients which assessed attitudes and beliefs that influence cancer CT enrollment to prioritize areas for future study and intervention.

**Materials and methods**

**Search strategy and selection criteria**

A systematic search of cancer literature was conducted according to the Preferred Reporting Items for Systematic Reviews and Meta-Analyses (PRISMA) guidelines in order to identify information pertaining to AYA decision-making processes for CT enrollment. The authors VF, BV, and CP searched the following databases that pertain to AYA cancer patients and CT participation: Medline (1946 to May 2017); MEDLINE Epub (May 2017); EMBASE (1974 to May 2017); PsychINFO (1806 to May 2017); Cochrane CT library (2005 to May 2017); and Cochrane SR Libraries. The studies considered were limited to those written in English and to those focused on adolescents aged 13–17 years, or adults aged 18–64 years. The databases were searched after consensus of team members and with advice from the institutional information specialist using MeSH terms/key words such as “neoplasms,” “adolescent” or teenage” or TYA or AYA,” “cancer patient,” “attitude,” “patient participation,” “attitude to health,” “decision making,” “refusal to participate,” “enroll,” “clinical trials,” “surveys and questionnaires,” “registries,” and “survey.” In total, 2,330 EMBASE, 1,528 Medline, 148 MEDLINE Epub, 217 PsycholINFO, 1,183 Cochrane CT library, and 533 Cochrane SR library articles were identified using this process. BV, CP, and VF supplemented the search by reviewing the bibliographies of the final papers, but yielded no additional studies. The final studies met the following eligibility criteria: 1) original research, 2) inclusive of an AYA population (defined as age range 15–39),\textsuperscript{18} (i.e., parent) (n=2). One study that met all inclusion/exclusion criteria was not included because content focused on suggestions for improving the informed consent process.\textsuperscript{20} A total of six studies that investigated perceptions of AYA with regard to CTs were selected for the final analyses. The PRISMA flow diagram is shown in Figure 1. In terms of study design, three of the six studies were conducted using questionnaires/surveys\textsuperscript{21–23} and three using semi-structured interviews.\textsuperscript{24–26} Table 1 summarizes study demographics and methodological design of selected studies. Three of the studies were conducted in pediatric institutes,\textsuperscript{21,24,25} two in adult centers,\textsuperscript{22,23} and one in an AYA-specific clinic.\textsuperscript{26} The trial phase was only specified in three of the six studies: two were specific to Phase III trials\textsuperscript{25,26} and one was specific to a Phase I trial.\textsuperscript{24} In addition to exploring the attitudes of AYAs toward CTs, two of the studies investigated the attitudes of parents,\textsuperscript{21,25} health care professionals,\textsuperscript{26} and healthy college students.\textsuperscript{22}

Barriers to, and incentives for, AYA trial participation are summarized in Table 2. The most commonly cited reason
for CT enrollment was hope for clinical benefit (identified in five of six studies;21,22,24–26), followed by altruism (identified in four of six studies;21,24–26). These studies generally included younger AYA patients (≤21 years), and thus also reported involvement of parents and families in the decision-making process. Having autonomy was cited in three out of six studies22,25,26 as being a positive facilitator to enrollment, with one of those studies being conducted in a pediatric center.25 Incentives that were unique to the study conducted in an AYA specialized center were good communication with physician, support of a clinical nurse specialist (CNS), and peer support.26

Regarding attitudes to CT enrollment, major barriers identified were categorized into protocol-, patient-, and physician-related barriers. The most commonly reported themes, cited in four out of six studies, included: fear of potential side effects;22–24,26 prolonged hospitalization;21,24–26 discomfort with experimentation;21–23,26 the protocols being too complex;21,22,25,26 and the trial not offering the best option.21–23,25 Moreover, physicians were identified as playing
a role in AYA decision making to CT enrollment, and feeling coerced by physicians was a reported deterrent in 50% of studies.\textsuperscript{21,24,26} Other barriers reported in 50% of studies included: increased discomfort/additional procedures\textsuperscript{21,25,26} and feeling overwhelmed with the amount of information delivered.\textsuperscript{21,25,26}

**Discussion**

There is a paucity of information on the perceptions that influence accrual among AYA cancer patients, especially in those treated at adult centers. Because existing studies are generally diverse in their inclusion, robust conclusions applicable to wide AYA audiences are impractical. As the majority of AYAs are being cared for within the adult medical oncology system, increasing the understanding of attitudinal factors influencing their participation in trials will identify perceptual gaps that may allow for systematic intervention. AYA are seen in various environments including large tertiary-care cancer centers and smaller community or private oncology practices, within which different strategies for trial accrual are required. In the studies identified in this systematic review, we observed similarities between the AYA population and older adult population. The most cited reasons for accepting enrollment were hope for positive clinical benefit and a feeling of altruism. Of the potential barriers identified among AYA, the most frequently cited items included prolonged hospitalization and being uncomfortable with experimentation.

It is likely that barriers to CT will differ according to trial stage. Phase I CT are typically complex as they are designed to identify the maximal tolerated doses of investigational agents without clear therapeutic benefit to the individual. There was only one study specific to AYA patients on Phase I trials which reported lack of therapeutic options and side effect profile as strong factors related to CT acceptability.\textsuperscript{24} Thus, tailoring of consent procedures may be required according to trial phase. Allowing dedicated communication strategies for AYA in these trials,\textsuperscript{20} having access to multidisciplinary teams,\textsuperscript{27} or using multimedia strategies for clinicians\textsuperscript{28} may help AYA in supporting their CT decisions (Figure 2). In contrast, Phase III studies typically are aimed to

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Study</th>
<th>Setting</th>
<th>Aim</th>
<th>n</th>
<th>Tool used</th>
<th>Cancer type</th>
<th>Gender</th>
<th>Phase</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Barakat et al\textsuperscript{25}</td>
<td>Pediatric center</td>
<td>To understand decision making of AYAs, parents, and providers and evaluate relevance of PRPQ for measuring attitudes toward Phase III clinical trial enrollment</td>
<td>13 (15–21 year olds)</td>
<td>Qualitative interview</td>
<td>50% lymphoma/leukemia</td>
<td>50% female</td>
<td>Phase III</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grigsby et al\textsuperscript{22}</td>
<td>Adult center (patients recruited from California cancer registry)</td>
<td>To assess attitudes of AYAs compared to healthy college students toward clinical trial participation</td>
<td>99 (20–39 year olds)</td>
<td>ACTS-CT survey</td>
<td>Leukemia/lymphoma</td>
<td>53% female</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Miller et al\textsuperscript{24}</td>
<td>Pediatric center</td>
<td>To examine AYAs’ perspectives on understanding and decision making about pediatric Phase I clinical trials</td>
<td>20 (14–21 year olds)</td>
<td>Comprehensive interview</td>
<td>90% sarcoma/central nervous system</td>
<td>25% female</td>
<td>Phase I</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pearce et al\textsuperscript{26}</td>
<td>AYA specialist care center</td>
<td>To explore perceptions of AYAs and professionals in participating in Phase III bone cancer clinical trials</td>
<td>21 (15–25 year olds)</td>
<td>Semi-structured narrative interview</td>
<td>Bone</td>
<td>33% female</td>
<td>Phase III</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Read et al\textsuperscript{21}</td>
<td>Pediatric center</td>
<td>To determine personal factors that influence AYA decisions to enroll in clinical trials and whether these are in line with perceptions of parents of patients</td>
<td>86 (12–22 year olds)</td>
<td>Self-reported validated questionnaire</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shnorhavorian et al\textsuperscript{23}</td>
<td>Adult center (4% pediatric institute)</td>
<td>To assess AYA awareness of clinical trial availability and reasons why AYAs with knowledge of clinical trials do not participate</td>
<td>515 (15–39 year olds)</td>
<td>Self-administered questionnaire</td>
<td>90% GCT, lymphoma</td>
<td>36.5% female</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Abbreviations:** AYA, adolescents and young adults; CT, clinical trials; PRPQ, pediatric research participation questionnaire; N/A, not available; GCT, germ cell tumor.
Table 2: A summary of dedicated research in AYA populations of perceptions and attitudes regarding clinical trial enrollment

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Pediatric center</th>
<th>AYA center</th>
<th>Adult center</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Study</td>
<td>Barakat et al25</td>
<td>Miller et al24</td>
<td>Read et al21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Grigsby et al22</td>
<td>Shnorhavorian et al23</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Perceived barriers**

**Protocol-related barriers**
- Dislike idea of randomization
- Protocol too complex
- Worry about side effects
- Trial/treatment does not offer best option
- Treatment insufficiently tested
- Too much time/prolonged hospitalization
- Increased discomfort/additional procedures
- Decision to enroll at time of diagnosis
- Fear-provoking terminology

**Patient-related barriers**
- Uncomfortable with experimentation
- Quality of life might be reduced
- Lack of family/peer support
- Overwhelmed with amount of information

**Physician-related barriers**
- Feeling coerced to join
- Physicians’ attitude toward trial
- Need to switch physicians

**Perceived facilitators**
- Positive clinical affect
- Need for an option
- Altruism
- Best treatment option
- Improve quality of life
- Safety/closely monitored
- Having autonomy
- Support of peers
- Good communication with physician
- Support of clinical nurse specialist

**Identified barriers**
- Protocol-related
  - Protocol too complex
  - Concern about side effects
  - Too much time/hospital visits
- Patient-related
  - Discomfort with “experimentation”
  - Too much information
- Physician-related
  - Feelings of coercion
  - Physicians’ attitude toward trial

**Possible solutions**
- Use of multimedia strategies to help explain protocols
- Tailoring of consent for AYA based on trial phase
- Access to neutral multidisciplinary teams when possible to facilitate further trial discussions
- Advocate for trial design to have increased flexibility of visits
- Use of multimedia strategies to explain trials
- Access to neutral multidisciplinary teams
- Involving family in decision making
- Improve physician education on the importance of patient-physician relationship with respect to AYA
- Access to neutral or AYA multidisciplinary teams
- Multimedia strategies for clinicians

Figure 2: Selected examples of barriers to clinical trials in AYA highlighting some potential solutions.

Abbreviation: AYA, adolescents and young adults.
show survival improvements of an experimental agent compared to standard of care. Thus, CT acceptability will likely be related to the underlying efficacy of the control arm. In the two Phase III studies, the perceived benefit outweighed the burden, but there were challenges at determining ideal degree of parental involvement in the decision making, and both studies reported having individual autonomy as an incentive to enrollment. In both studies, the upper age limit was 25 years; thus, the extent to which family involvement is wanted may vary in older AYA.

The role of the parent or family is crucial when considering the developmental stage of AYA. As the adolescent developmental period is categorized by significant physical, emotional, pubertal, and cognitive changes, a thorough developmental assessment is important as they may have significant bearing on CT acceptability. In addition, a cancer diagnosis in this age group typically coincides with the development of self-determination. Where exactly individuals fall within the developmental stage spectrum (e.g., autonomy versus dependence) may directly influence accrual to CT. This presents a challenge in determining how much of a role AYA have, or should have, in the CT enrollment decision-making process. Of note, Pearce et al reported that AYA emphasized the importance of having autonomy in decision-making. Moreover, AYA patients in the study by Barakat et al reported that their involvement in decision-making with regard to CT was limited, and they expressed a desire to not feel dependent upon their parents. An association between involvement in the decision to enroll in CT and participating in those trials was identified; however, the extent of this association is uncertain. Conversely, in the study by Miller et al, 85% of adolescents reported being the final decision-maker in regard to CT enrollment. Beliefs with regard to the level of AYA involvement in decision making from the perspective of health care professionals or parents were mixed. A concern cited was that health care professionals might be underestimating the role of adolescents in the decision-making process, resulting in less effective communication about trials (i.e., information targeted more toward parents than patients). Half of the studies cited patient autonomy as a facilitator of CT enrollment for AYA. The findings of these studies address the importance of further investigation on autonomy in decision making in this unique age group.

In contrast to children, AYA may experience higher rates of general distress due to a heightened understanding of the severity of their diagnosis as well as increased anxiety concerning lifestyle changes and premature mortality. Although a cancer diagnosis in the AYA years occurs during a time of vulnerability and, thus, may be associated with psychological maladjustment, depression, anxiety, cancer denial, or distress, there is no information as to how this may interact with CT comprehension and acceptability. In addition, younger adolescents (<18 years) have shown poor understanding of CT, and, as a result, a reduced willingness to participate. Being in a stage of developmental transition, AYAs may not have fully developed executive functioning skills, such as planning and impulse control, which are critical in making the decision to enroll. This again illuminates the need for further investigation into the appropriate degree of involvement in CT decision-making of AYA of different ages.

In contrast, CT acceptability in older adults has been well researched. Commonly cited reasons for participation include increased hope and altruism. Altruism and positive clinical effect were the most cited in the AYA population. As for barriers towards enrollment identified in adult populations, these include concerns regarding research process/protocol, potential side effects, fear of the unknown, lack of control, quality of life/autonomy loss, belief that risks outweighed benefits, and that the CT researcher was more interested in research than the patient. This granular level of understanding of trial perceptions and attitudes is lacking in the AYA literature, and a focus of how AYA perceptions change as individuals age is being investigated by our group. In the studies analyzed, enrollment barriers common to both AYA and older adult populations included worries about potential side effects, concerns regarding protocol, insufficient testing, and quality of life. Barriers found to be unique to, or more prevalent among, AYA included the prolonged time commitment required in CT, which was not as significant for older adults, and a lack of peer support. A participant in the study by Pearce et al reflected that a sense of lost time is more acute for a younger patient than it is for an older adult. Where possible, future trial design may need to consider increased flexibility of clinical visits in order to address this barrier (Figure 2).

AYA are a unique patient population and, therefore, require specialized care. Of the six identified studies dedicated to the AYA population, half were conducted in pediatric institutions. All of the participants in the only study conducted in an AYA center emphasized the importance of being treated in a specialized care setting. Interacting with patients around their own age and having health care personnel trained in communicating with them were considered imperative. Furthermore, this study found that patients greatly valued the CNS in helping to make their decision to participate in CTs and were viewed...
as a neutral party who is pivotal in providing or clarifying information and offering support.\textsuperscript{26} This finding speaks to the importance of AYA having care provided by a specialized team trained in dealing with their specific age group.

Communication with health care providers and the strength of the relationship between patient and provider is unique for AYA when compared to children or older adults. Doctor–patient relationships may be particularly important for AYA and may assist with treatment-related decisions, delivery of developmentally and culturally appropriate information, and management of preference for information delivery. Medical provider knowledge of CT availability and communication may affect AYA awareness level,\textsuperscript{10} with three of the studies assessing whether AYAs were aware of CTs being available. For example, Shnorhavorian et al found that only 17% reported knowledge of a CT.\textsuperscript{23} Once health care professionals are well informed on CT availability, communicating this information to patients effectively is an additional challenge that requires an understanding of the unique needs and perceptions of AYA. In the studies analyzed, being overwhelmed by too much information was cited as a barrier to enrollment. Terminology was another perceived barrier for AYA (i.e., using the word “trial” instead of “study”). These findings can be used to tailor the informed consent process to be more appealing to AYA.

It is evident that an enhanced understanding of psychosocial barriers to CT enrollment of AYA is needed in order to help guide future interventions and increase accrual in this population. The six studies included in the systematic review are limited by small sample size, bias toward specific cancers, and half of the studies being conducted in pediatric centers. Future studies of AYAs in larger adult-based cohorts with extended age ranges should be conducted in order to assess AYA involvement in decision-making for CT enrollment, identify differences across the AYA spectrum, isolate means to incentivize CT enrollment, and assess the impact of AYA-specialized care. Increasing CT enrollment in this population can ultimately lead to better understanding and care of this complex patient group.

**Conclusion**

Limited information is available with regard to the perceptions of and attitudes toward CT acceptability among AYA patients. In addition to addressing regulatory and infrastructural barriers, attitudes toward trials are an important consideration for the AYA oncology community. Future large-cohort studies should be addressed toward understanding of this and to describe the role of dedicated AYA programs to facilitate these discussions and spearhead multidisciplinary conversations, specifically for CT accrual. Moreover, an increased role for peer support networks (leveraging existing frameworks) and the development of novel communication strategies are deserving of further exploration. More studies among AYA treated within adult oncology cancer settings are required, and studies using mixed methods approaches with a more diverse demographic may be informative. With a more comprehensive understanding of perceptions and attitudes surrounding trials, systematic interventions can be designed.
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